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Summary
produced greater occurrences of more accurate locations,
Interpolation of geolocation or Argos tracking data is a
compared with the linear interpolation method. Total
necessity for habitat use analyses of marine vertebrates. In
track lengths were consistently underestimated but were
a fluid marine environment, characterized by curvilinear
always more accurate using curvilinear interpolation than
structures, linearly interpolated track data are not
linear interpolation. Curvilinear algorithms are safe to use
realistic. Based on these two facts, we interpolated
because accuracy, shape and length of the tracks are
tracking data from albatrosses, penguins, boobies, sea
either not different or are slightly enhanced and because
lions, fur seals and elephant seals using six mathematical
analyses always remain conservative. The choice of the
algorithms. Given their popularity in mathematical
curvilinear algorithm does not affect the resulting track
computing, we chose Bézier, hermite and cubic splines, in
dramatically so it should not preclude their use. We thus
addition to a commonly used linear algorithm to
recommend using curvilinear interpolation techniques
interpolate data. Performance of interpolation methods
was compared with different temporal resolutions
because of the more realistic fluid movements of animals.
We also provide some guidelines for choosing an
representative of the less-precise geolocation and the
algorithm that is most likely to maximize track quality for
more-precise Argos tracking techniques. Parameters from
different types of marine vertebrates.
interpolated sub-sampled tracks were compared with
those obtained from intact tracks. Average accuracy of the
interpolated location was not affected by the interpolation
method and was always within the precision of the
Key words: tracking, telemetry, Argos, geolocation, GPS, Bézier,
tracking technique used. However, depending on the
cubic, hermite, spline, albatross, penguin, sea lion, fur seal, elephant
seal, booby, seabird, marine mammal.
species tested, some curvilinear interpolation algorithms

Introduction
Ecological studies of marine vertebrates have proven
challenging due to our inability to observe individuals for long
periods. Our understanding of what marine vertebrates do
when they are out of sight thus relies almost exclusively on
recording and/or transmitting electronic devices. Such devices
can provide information on the geo-position of the tracked
animal for a given time, as well as other behavioral,
physiological or environmental information (Kooyman et al.,
1992; Weimerskirch et al., 1997; Wilson et al., 1995). Satellite
telemetry (using the Argos system), geolocation (by recording
day length), and GPS (Global Positioning System) telemetry
are the main tracking techniques, with satellite telemetry being
used most commonly. These techniques differ with respect to

two fundamental characteristics: (1) the location accuracy and
(2) the frequency at which locations are obtained. These two
characteristics determine track quality and generally imply two
levels of post processing: filtering and interpolating. Filtering
of tracking data (by removing unlikely locations) addresses the
problem of location inaccuracy and has received more attention
than interpolation (Austin et al., 2003; McConnell et al., 1992;
Sibert et al., 2003).
Interpolation of tracking data addresses the problem of
uneven sampling. Animals are often equipped with instruments
that record environmental and/or behavioral parameters in
addition to a tracking device. These instruments generally have
sampling rates that differ from the sampling rate of the tracking
device. Therefore, by interpolating tracking data, each
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measured parameter can be matched to an estimated location.
Interpolation is also important because it provides locations
that are equally spaced in time, which is necessary for further
evaluation of habitat use (BirdLife International, 2004).
Either by choice or lack of an alternative, most authors
represent their tracking data as straight lines between recorded
points and do not interpolate their data (Block et al., 2005;
Folkow et al., 2004; Pütz et al., 2000). The advantages of linear
interpolation are its simplicity and that it represents the most
conservative path an animal transits between two consecutive
locations. However, straight lines are not consistent with fluid
dynamics in which subjects moving in a fluid environment (air
or water) probably do not follow straight lines. Fluid media
are kingdoms of curves, being described by flows, vortices,
turbulences and gradients (Vogel, 1994). For example, acoustic
tracking of both oceanographic floats (Fratantoni and
Richardson, 1999) and any seabird observed for a short time
at sea classically shows a sinuous path (Alerstam et al., 1993;
Weimerskirch et al., 2000). Additionally, navigators
attempting to travel in a straight trajectory need to constantly
correct vessel orientation to maintain the bearing. The
corollary with tracking data is that a linearly interpolated track
between relatively spaced locations (in time) is unrealistic,
because sinuous movements are collapsed into single positions,
which are not necessarily obtained when the animal actually
turns. Because of the fluid properties, particles in the
atmosphere or the oceans move in a curvilinear manner in
relation to forces from density gradients and to attraction and
Coriolis forces (Vogel, 1994). Most tracked animals are not
passive bodies in fluids, but rather their movements are
affected by these forces, either directly (e.g. wind, current) or
indirectly (e.g. eddy targeted by a predator as a foraging zone).
Curvilinear tracks are consistent with marine animals
moving along oceanic features such as eddies, sea-surface
height anomalies, fronts or weather systems, which are all
fluid, curvilinear structures (Ferraroli et al., 2004; Murray et
al., 2002; Polovina et al., 2000; Ream et al., 2005;
Weimerskirch et al., 2002). Curve interpolation does not
conflict with a straight path, because a straight line can be
mathematically conceived as a particular curvilinear function.
Historically, the intuitive logic in using curves can be seen
in the very first study, 15 years ago, describing satellite-tracked
flying seabirds (Jouventin and Weimerskirch, 1990). The
authors presented two figures of tracks: one using straight lines
and the other using an undefined curve. More recently, use of
Bézier curves and splines has been suggested as another way
of representing paths (Turchin, 1998). Curvilinear
interpolation thus appears to be a more natural way of
interpolating marine animal tracks, especially in a fluid
environment. However, to our knowledge, no study has ever
attempted to use curvilinear interpolation for animal tracking
data.
The difficulty in using curvilinear interpolation is that,
unlike a straight line, an infinite number of curves can be
mathematically calculated between two recorded locations.
Consequently, the choice of a mathematical algorithm used to
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interpolate along curves can modify the resulting interpolated
tracks, thus emphasizing the need to evaluate the effects of
different algorithms and to assess the risk of introducing errors
to the track data.
This paper is the first to interpolate tracking data of several
marine animals using various mathematical algorithms. Our
goals were to propose alternatives to the linear method for
interpolating tracking data in fluid media and to evaluate the
potential pitfalls and benefits associated with curvilinear
interpolation methods.
Materials and methods
Datasets
Tracking data from 10 species were chosen to represent four
major groups of marine vertebrates: flying seabirds (males
and females) (Laysan albatross, Phoebastria immutabilis
Rothschild 1893; black-footed albatross, P. nigripes Audubon
1839; black-browed albatross, Thalassarche melanophrys
Temminck 1828; red-footed booby, Sula sula Linnaeus 1766),
penguins (males and females) (king penguin, Aptenodytes
patagonicus Miller 1778; macaroni penguin, Eudyptes
chrysolophus Brandt 1837), otariids [California sea lion (males
only), Zalophus californianus Lesson 1828; Australian sea lion
(females only), Neophoca cinerea Péron 1816; Antarctic fur
seal (females only), Arctocephalus gazella Peters 1875] and
phocids (males and females) (northern elephant seals,
Mirounga angustirostris Gill 1966). Given the extreme
differences in size and foraging ecology, male and female
northern elephant seals were considered as two separate
species for the purpose of this study (Le Boeuf et al., 2000).
Tracking data for black-browed albatrosses and red-footed
boobies were obtained using GPS tags (we used two GPS
tracks per species, obtained from two different individuals),
whereas all other tracks were obtained by satellite telemetry
(Argos) using platform terminal transmitter (PTT) and
appropriate attachment methodology (we used three Argos
tracks per species, obtained from three different individuals).
Information related to device characteristics, study sites and
periods are given in Table·1.
Argos data were filtered using the filtering algorithm of the
IKNOS (Greek for step, track, tracking, footprint…) toolkit (Y.
Tremblay, unpublished). This algorithm uses several criteria in
order to remove unlikely location: (1) realistic travel speeds of
a subject between two fixes, (2) the change in azimuth of a
subject between successive fixes, (3) the Argos location class,
(4) the time elapsed between two consecutive fixes and (5)
whether a location was on land or at sea. The IKNOS Argos
filtering program allows the user to set limits for some of these
criteria. These limits were selected and kept consistent within
each species.
Filtered data were thereafter referred to as ‘tracks’ and were
considered, by default, as being of the best quality that a
tracking method permits. Although different filtering
techniques can lead to slightly different tracks, there is no way
to verify the accuracy of a given filtering process. The output
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Table 1. Technical information regarding methods for collecting the tracks used in this study

Tracking device

PTT
power (W)

Transmission cycle
(repetition rate or
sampling interval)

Study location

Study period

Albatrosses
P. immutabilis
P. nigripes
T. melanophrys

Microwave Pico-100
Microwave Pico-100
Newbehaviour GPS

0.1
0.1
–

Continuous (90·s)
Continuous (90·s)
(10·s)

Tern Island, USA
Tern Island, USA
Kerguelen Islands, France

Incubation
Incubation
Brooding

Boobies
Sula sula

Newbehaviour GPS

–

(10·s)

Europa Island, France

Incubation

Penguins
A. patagonicus

Sirtrack-Kiwisat

0.5

Crozet, France

Incubation

Sirtrack-Kiwisat

0.5

Duty cycled 6h on,
6h off (45·s)
Continuous

Kerguelen Islands, France

Incubation

Continuous

California coast, USA

Continuous
Continuous (45·s)

Kangaroo Island, Australia
Livingstone Island, Antarctica

Wintering
migration
Pup rearing
Pup rearing

Telonics

Continuous

Guadalupe Island, Mexico

Telonics

Continuous

Ano Nuevo, USA

Species

E. chrysolophus
Otariids
Z. californianus males
N. cinerea females
A. gazella females
Phocids
M. angustirostris males
M. angustirostris females

SMRU-SRDL
Telonics
Wildlife Computers
Spot 2

0.5

from the filtering process is always considered satisfactory, on
a more or less arbitrary basis (generally by visual inspection).
Interpolation was done for a given set of filtered locations,
independent of their actual accuracy. Filtering method had no
ultimate impact on the interpolation calculations, so filtering
parameters are not shown.
Interpolation algorithms
Six different mathematical algorithms (hereafter called
curves, even when linear) were selected to interpolate tracks.
The choice for these curves was mainly driven by their
popularity in mathematical computing (Angel, 2003;
Mortenson, 1997) and ease of implementation using Matlab v.
7.0 (The MathWorks, Natick, MA, USA).

Post-molt
migration
Post-molt
migration

the curve hits each point was controlled by the tangent vector
of the angle defined by three consecutive points. A detailed
explanation of the algorithm can be found at http://
astronomy.swin.edu.au/~pbourke/curves/bezier/cubicbezier.h
tml. Piecewise cubic Bézier curve computation allows
definition of a parameter () controlling elasticity of the
curve. Since different choices for  give different curves, we
ran three versions of Bézier curves, with =0.1 (straighter),
0.2 and 0.3 (more curved). The choice of these three values
resulted from preliminary tests, which are explained in the
Results.

Linear algorithm
Linear interpolation was computed to provide a comparison
with other curves. This is the easiest, most conservative and
most common interpolation method used to date.

Hermite splines and cubic splines
Piecewise cubic hermite interpolating polynomials were
computed using the ‘pchip’ function in Matlab, following
Fritsch and Carlson (1980) and Kahaner et al. (1988). Cubic
spline interpolation was computed using the ‘spline’ function
in Matlab, following de Boor (1978). Built-in functions of
Matlab were run unmodified.

Bézier curves
Since their formulation in the 1970s, Bézier curves have
obtained dominance in the typesetting and design software
industry (Bartels et al., 1998; Piegl, 1993). Currently, Bézier
curves are found nearly everywhere in our everyday life,
and web resources for equations, codes, courses and
representations are plethoric (see, for example, http://
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bezier_curve). We used piecewise
cubic Bézier curves along recorded tracks. The angle at which

Strategy used to compare curve performances
Because we do not truly know where an animal is located
between two recorded locations, it is impossible to compare
any interpolated location to a reference location. Therefore, we
extracted (i.e. sub-sampled) a set of locations from each track
and used these locations as references. This resulted in tracks
with fewer locations than the original tracks. The tracks were
then interpolated using the different algorithms. For each
curve, the set of interpolated locations corresponding (in time)
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to the extracted set of reference locations was
166.9°W
142.8°W
168.9°E
144.8°E
selected. The corresponding distance between
A
them was calculated and further compared
2000
4000 km
0
48.4°N
among algorithms. The process is illustrated in
Fig.·1.
For Argos tracks, reference positions were
extracted in two ways in order to investigate
38.7°N
the effects of temporal resolution of tracks.
First, we extracted the number of reference
Laysan
29.1°N
positions so that only one location per day in
albatross
Argos track
the track was left (closest location to local
midday of each day). This process allowed us
19.4°N
to interpolate tracks with a similar temporal
resolution to tracks obtained using the
geolocation positioning technique (Hill, 1994;
Shaffer et al., 2005; Teo et al., 2004; Wilson et
Linear interpolation
B
C Bézier =0.2 interpolation
al., 1992). These tracks will hereafter be
referred to as geolocation-like Argos tracks
(Fig.·2). Australian sea lion tracks were too
short (around two days) to be processed this
Removed
way and were discarded from this part of the
reference
analysis.
location
Second, we randomly extracted a maximum
Distance to reference
Distance to reference
of 10% of the total number of locations. This
process resulted in tracks that were only
slightly modified and thus they were similar to
the original tracks. These tracks will hereafter
be referred to as Argos tracks. Because curve
calculation is sensitive to angles between
locations, we did not allow reference locations
to be selected consecutively. Extracted
Fig.·1. Laysan albatross Argos track (A), and selected examples of linear (B) and
reference locations had to be separated by at
Bézier (C) interpolation of this track (every 10·min). In B and C, the circled cross
least two locations so that angles on each side
represents an Argos position that was removed to use as a reference position. The
of a removed location would not be affected by
distance between this position and the corresponding interpolated location was
the removal of another location. Because some
calculated for each mathematical algorithm that we used (see Materials and methods).
tracks were short and had few locations, this
Note the possibility to visualize transit speed in interpolated tracks.
process did not allow for the extraction of more
than a couple of points at a time in those tracks.
Then, we iterated the process several times until we obtained
The start and end locations of each track were never
at least eight distinct extracted points (this was the maximum
removed, nor were they used as a reference location.
we could obtain given the total number of locations in these
Geolocation-like Argos, Argos and Argos-like GPS tracks
tracks).
were analyzed separately.
Due to high spatial and temporal resolutions, GPS tracks do
Data processing
not need to be interpolated. The number of reference locations
extracted from GPS data was thus calculated to provide tracks
Since tracks were recorded in an unprojected Greenwich
with a temporal resolution similar to or slightly better than that
coordinate system (latitude–longitude coordinates refer to a
of the best Argos tracks [one location per hour, randomly
spherical coordinate system), they were first transformed (i.e.
spaced by at least 100·s (10⫻10·s sampling interval,
flattened) to a projected Cartesian coordinate system, and then
arbitrarily)]. These tracks are referred to as Argos-like GPS
interpolated data were transformed back for distance
tracks. Because GPS tracks had one position every 10·s, the
calculations. All calculations of distance were done following
number of reference locations was high, and consecutive
the great circle distance on the Earth geoid, thus taking into
locations in the track were thus highly auto-correlated (not
account the Earth’s curvature. For the purpose of this study,
estimated). For this reason, and in order to reduce the effects
the time of each location of the tracks was rounded to the
associated with pseudo-replication (Hurlbert, 1984), only 30 of
nearest minute, and interpolated locations were also calculated
the reference locations (randomly selected for each track) were
for each minute.
used in the analysis.
In a Cartesian coordinate system, piecewise curves are
THE JOURNAL OF EXPERIMENTAL BIOLOGY
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Fig.·2. Selected example of a black-footed albatross track, illustrating
some of the various versions of the track. In this example, the
geolocation-like Argos track was interpolated using the Bézier
algorithm with =0.3 (dashed line).

computed for equally spaced values on the x and y axes
(corresponding here to each time unit). Consequently,
interpolated locations were not equally spaced in the plane.
This resulted in artificial non-linear speed between two
consecutive interpolated locations. To overcome this problem,
we over-sampled our interpolated data and then used a subset
of these points (equally spaced locations by distance). The
precision of this process was not mathematically exact, so
interpolated locations were almost equally spaced. The level of
over-sampling (50 times, i.e. one location every 1.2·s) was
calculated to ensure that this approximation could be
neglected.
Statistics
General linear models were computed using SYSTAT 10
(SPSS Inc, Chicago, IL, USA). Distribution of distances
between reference locations and interpolated locations was
skewed to the left. The average of such a distribution is offcentered proportionally to the extent of the tail. For this reason,
the median, minimum and maximum (instead of the mean ±
s.d.) were used to describe the results (unless stated
differently). Distances between reference locations and
interpolated locations were log10 transformed before
performing inferential statistics. Statistical significance was
considered at the P<0.05 level.
Results
Argos track characteristics
Our initial dataset of Argos tracks showed extensive
differences between tracks. While albatrosses and phocids

traveled at scales of several thousand kilometers, most otariids
and penguins traveled at scales of only several hundred
kilometers (Table·2). With the Argos system, spatial accuracy
is approximated by a scale of quality classes, 3, 2, 1, 0,
corresponding to accuracies of <150·m, 150 to <350·m, 350 to
<1000·m, >1000·m, and quality classes A, B, Z with no
associated accuracies. Empirical studies have shown that these
accuracies should not be taken in stricto sensus, and that
average accuracy is commonly in the order of several
kilometers (Fernández et al., 2001; Le Boeuf et al., 2000).
Thus, it is complicated to establish an average accuracy for a
given track. However, the difference in proportions of each
quality class in a track revealed that phocids had relatively
higher proportions of low quality locations than most other
groups (Table·2). Species with the highest proportions of more
accurate quality classes included Z. californianus, A. gazella
and E. chrysolophus (Table·2).
Temporal resolutions were also extensively different
between tracks, with tracks lasting from 2.3 to 226·days
(Table·2), and with tracks composed of 1–17 locations per day
on average. Because the transmitter’s signal does not pass
through water, non-diving species (i.e. albatrosses) had a higher
number of locations per day than other species (Table·2).
Tracking data obtained through the Argos system can be
affected by a high number of variables, such as quality and
power of the transmitter, transmitter attachment location,
satellite coverage and animal behavior. We therefore also
obtained differences between track characteristics within
species. Both proportions of quality classes and number of
locations per day showed relatively large differences between
different individuals from a given species (Table·2).
Effect of interpolation method on the accuracy of the
estimated location
Accuracy of the interpolated locations was different
between species and between individuals within species but
not between interpolation methods. No interaction between
species and interpolation method was found. This was true in
interpolated geolocation-like Argos, Argos and Argos-like
GPS tracks. Statistical data are given in Table·3, and median
values are summarized in Table·4, by species. Errors of the
interpolated locations were greater in the geolocation-like
Argos tracks than in the Argos tracks. Errors were also greater
in fast-flying albatrosses (medians: 56.4–65.4·km and
10.6–12.8·km in geolocation-like Argos and Argos tracks,
respectively) than in non-flying animals (medians:
4.8–10.4·km and 1.5–6.8·km in geolocation-like Argos and
Argos tracks, respectively).
Comparison of curve interpolations versus linear
interpolation
Accuracy of the estimated position
The interpolation methods used in this study had no impact
on the accuracy of the estimated locations, as curve
interpolation methods did not produce larger errors than the
linear interpolation method.
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225.9
214.5
111.7

11056.4
13049.9
6517.4

11084.2
5813.9
8022.9

721.5
577.1
354.2

376.5
168.7
198.2

1314.4
1430.8
2639.4

908.9
531.6
1051.1

960.7
915.8
1574.0

6956.4
5902.0
7839.3

19586.8
11751.9
14648.4

3.3
4.2
1.7

1.2
2.7
0.9

12.0
11.1
14.7

5.4
9.5
9.6

7.8
4.4
6.3

3.3
4.3
4.7

7.4
9.9
12.3

12.5
14.4
16.7

16.5
13.9
13.0

Argos
locations
per day

14.8±14.3
14.5±12.2
33.6±37.6

66.4±95.0
24.8±29.0
75.0±97.9

7.4±13.7
8.2±14.8
4.0±7.2

19.8±18.2
8.0±7.3
9.0±5.4

3.6±5.1
8.4±13.8
5.5±7.0

14.9±15.2
10.4±10.5
13.3±21.2

8.7±9.9
6.9±8.0
6.5±8.7

30.6±34.6
38.1±29.8
44.5±32.9

41.8±35.8
32.7±35.1
35.8±34.8

Distance
between
locations*
(km)

7.3±7.3
5.7±4.8
13.8±20.9

19.5±32.3
8.9±8.5
27.6±32.6

2.0±4.2
2.2±3.9
1.6±3.2

4.7±4.2
2.6±1.6
2.6±2.2

3.1±4.0
5.4±6.1
3.8±4.6

7.4±10.4
5.7±4.4
5.1±5.4

3.3±3.1
2.4±2.8
2.0±2.5

1.9±2.1
1.7±2.7
1.4±0.9

1.5±1.0
1.7±1.4
1.9±1.7

Duration
between
locations*
(h)

3.1±2.6
3.4±2.5
3.8±2.7

4.4±2.5
3.5±2.5
3.7±1.9

6.4±5.1
4.8±3.7
4.3±8.2

5.7±4.5
3.5±2.6
5.6±4.3

2.3±2.6
2.5±3.0
3.0±3.3

2.6±1.8
2.0±1.3
3.5±8.2

3.4±2.5
3.6±2.8
4.1±2.5

23.4±20.4
32.5±20.5
34.5±20.9

33.1±20.6
27.0±21.9
26.7±21.6

Speed
between
locations*
(km·h–1)

Characteristics were calculated for original tracks after the filtering process (see Materials and methods).
*Values are means ± s.d.

M. angustirostris females

136.0
87.1
123.2

8.2
6.4
6.1

A. gazella

Phocids
M. angustirostris males

3.7
2.3
2.4

46.7
38.5
76.2

18.9
12.0
16.9

15.2
13.5
20.0

18.2
10.8
10.6

28.4
25.8
31.6

N. cinerea

Otariids
Z. californianus

E. chrysolophus

Penguins
A. patagonicus

P. nigripes

Albatrosses
P. immutabilis

Duration
(days)

Track
length
(km)

744
896
194

166
234
106

96
69
88

18
20
21

363
171
482

60
50
78

110
132
243

226
154
175

468
358
408

Number
of Argos
locations
3

0.8
1.7
0.0

1.2
0.9
3.8

0.0
4.3
1.1

5.6
0.0
0.0

14.6
14.0
7.3

3.3
4.0
3.8

1.8
3.0
2.9

0.0
0.6
0.6

1.3
1.1
1.0

Table 2. Detailed characteristics of individual Argos tracks used in this study

3.1
3.2
6.7

1.8
8.1
1.9

10.4
14.5
29.5

0.0
5.0
0.0

18.7
16.4
10.8

25.0
14.0
24.4

4.5
9.1
25.9

2.7
1.9
2.9

1.7
2.2
1.7

2

7.9
9.2
5.7

4.2
11.5
3.8

32.3
33.3
39.8

11.1
10.0
19.0

17.4
14.0
17.4

31.7
38.0
26.9

30.0
39.4
42.4

8.0
5.2
7.4

9.2
14.2
9.3

1

13.6
18.2
8.8

12.0
7.7
6.6

37.5
11.6
5.7

50.0
80.0
61.9

6.3
6.4
26.1

11.7
12.0
23.1

30.0
35.6
10.7

46.9
45.5
44.6

46.6
42.2
40.9

0

29.0
27.0
23.2

27.7
23.5
17.9

12.5
18.8
13.6

11.1
5.0
9.5

22.3
25.1
15.8

10.0
16.0
15.4

23.6
6.8
12.3

22.6
17.5
19.4

17.1
19.8
21.1

A

44.5
40.1
55.2

53.0
48.3
66.0

7.3
17.4
10.2

22.2
0.0
9.5

20.7
24.0
22.2

18.3
16.0
6.4

10.0
6.1
5.8

18.6
24.7
22.3

20.5
18.7
22.3

B

Percentage of Argos locations of class

1.1
0.7
0.5

0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.4

0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0

1.3
4.5
2.9

3.6
1.7
3.7

Z
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Table 3. Statistical results of General Linear Model computed with log10(distance to reference) as a dependent factor for each
type of track (see Materials and methods for details)
Source

Sum of squares

d.f.

Mean square

F-ratio

P

0.423
5141.110
2.881
86.522
4890.566

5
7
35
16
29522

0.085
734.444
0.082
5.408
0.166

0.510
4433.847
0.497
32.643

0.769
<0.001
0.994
<0.001

Argos tracks
Method
Species
Method ⫻ species
Individual (species)
Error

0.222
375.934
0.176
14.978
500.805

5
8
40
18
3090

0.044
46.992
0.004
0.832
0.162

0.273
289.942
0.027
5.134

0.928
<0.001
1.000
<0.001

Argos-like GPS tracks
Method
Species
Method ⫻ species
Individual (species)
Error

1.203
31.194
0.282
189.636
742.813

5
1
5
2
706

0.241
31.194
0.056
94.818
1.052

0.229
29.648
0.054
90.119

0.950
<0.001
0.998
<0.001

Geolocation-like Argos tracks
Method
Species
Method ⫻ species
Individual (species)
Error

Occurrence of more accurate locations
We verified if the curve-interpolation methods produced a
higher or lower occurrence of more accurate locations (i.e.
closer to reference) than the linear interpolation method. For
each track, and for each of the five non-linear curves, the
percentage of interpolated locations closer to the reference than
locations obtained with the linear method was calculated
(Fig.·3). Percentages over 50% indicated that the curvilinear
method resulted in a higher number of more accurate locations
than the linear interpolation method, and vice versa. Overall,
the occurrence of more accurate locations using curves was
between 40 and 60% in geolocation-like tracks, and between
30 and 70% in Argos and Argos-like GPS tracks (Fig.·3). For
21 of the 24 geolocation-like tracks (87.5%), 19 of the 27
Argos tracks (70.4%) and three of the four Argos-like GPS
tracks (75%), at least one curvilinear interpolation method
provided a higher number of more accurate locations than the
linear method.
Closer examination reveals that some curves gave a higher
occurrence of more accurate locations than others, depending
on the species (Fig.·3). For example, all six geolocation-like
Argos tracks of albatrosses were improved by using the
hermite curve, with an average of 58% better locations in the
tracks (Fig.·3). Similarly, for the Argos tracks, four of the six
albatross tracks had a higher or equal number of more accurate
locations when using the Bézier curve with =0.1, 0.2 or 0.3,
but with only a mean value of 52% better locations. We
compiled a list of the best algorithms for each group of species
based on the proportion of tracks improved (Table·5). At least
one curve interpolation method could be identified as being
better than or equal to the linear interpolation method for each
of the studied vertebrate groups. Given the differences between
tracks within a species, and the fact that we only analyzed three

tracks per species, this table could not be created accurately at
the species level.
The tracks we used for elephant seals were not greatly
improved, if at all, by using curvilinear algorithms. Essentially,
those tracks were particularly linear (see Fig.·4A). The same
observation was made in black-browed albatross Argos-like
tracks. When the number of more accurate locations was
reduced, it was generally reduced by only 10–15% (Fig.·3).
Total length of tracks
The lengths of interpolated geolocation-like Argos tracks
were compared with the lengths of the corresponding original
intact Argos tracks, and the lengths of the interpolated Argoslike GPS tracks were compared with the lengths of the original
intact GPS tracks. Without exception, all curvilinear
algorithms produced better estimates of the length of the tracks
(i.e. closer to original track length) than the linear interpolation
method. Also, without exception, either the Bézier curve with
=0.3 or the cubic curve (the most relaxed curves in our study)
systematically produced the best estimate of track length.
Track length estimates were less than the original track lengths
for 99% of all tracks.
In geolocation-like Argos tracks, estimated track length
proportions were consistent across species and were
81.3±10.5% of original track lengths (mean ± s.d., range =
56.2–102.5%). The most relaxed cubic splines produced track
lengths, on average, 15.8% shorter, whereas the straighter
linear algorithm produced track lengths 20.0% shorter.
Compared with linear interpolation, and depending on the
algorithm chosen, curvilinear interpolation increased the
estimated track length by 0.3–4.2%.
In Argos-like GPS tracks of red-footed boobies and blackbrowed albatrosses, estimated track lengths ranged from 63.5 to
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Table 4. Median (minimum–maximum) distances (km) between reference locations and interpolated locations for the six
interpolation algorithms and for each species
Interpolation method
Species
Geolocation-like Argos tracks
Albatrosses
P. immutabilis
P. nigripes
Penguins
A. patagonicus
E. chrysolophus
Otariids
Z. californianus
N. cinerea
A. gazella
Phocids
M. angustirostris males
M. angustirostris females

Argos tracks
Albatrosses
P. immutabilis
P. nigripes
Penguins
A. patagonicus
E. chrysolophus
Otariids
Z. californianus
N. cinerea
A. gazella
Phocids
M. angustirostris males
M. angustirostris females

Argos-like GPS track
S. sula
T. melanophrys

Linear

Bézier =0.1

Bézier =0.2

Bézier =0.3

Hermite

Cubic

60.8
0.7–354.9
65.4
0.8–243.9

60.1
0.5–351.3
62.0
1.3–240.0

59.1
0.3–350.6
59.0
1.3–236.4

58.8
0.1–353.7
56.5
1.3–233.5

59.6
0.3–352.8
56.9
0.8–231.9

61.8
0.1–352.0
56.4
2.0–256.9

6.6
0.1–22.0
5.0
0.7–60

6.6
0.1–22.3
5.0
0.7–60.1

6.5
0.1–22.5
4.9
0.4–60.1

6.5
0.1–22.7
4.8
0.2–60.1

6.6
0.1–22.5
4.9
0.9–60.1

6.1
0.2–22.2
5.3
0.2–60.2

4.8
0–63.1
–
10.4
0.3–51.3

4.8
0–63.6
–
9.8
0.6–51.2

5.1
0–64.1
–
9.4
0.8–51.0

5.1
0–64.5
–
9.2
0.7–50.9

4.8
0–62.9
–
9.4
0.5–50.6

5.0
0.1–62.3
–
9.2
0.4–49.4

7.1
0.3–64.5
8.1
0.2–78.6

7.3
0.4–65.4
8.2
0.3–78.6

7.4
0.1–66.3
8.2
0.3–78.6

7.6
0.2–67.2
8.2
0.3–78.6

7.3
0.4–69.5
8.1
0.2–78.6

7.6
0.4–68.7
8.3
0.3–78.6

12.3
1.0–64.0
11.5
1.6–58.7

12.5
1.0–66.7
10.8
0.8–53.7

12.3
1.0–69.3
11.4
0.6–48.5

12.6
1.0–71.8
11.7
0.7–43.7

12.7
1.0–67.1
10.6
0.5–58.2

12.8
0.2–67.5
10.6
1.0–57.8

1.9
0.3–10.7
3.2
0.7–19.1

1.8
0.1–10.8
3.0
0.3–20.7

1.9
0.2–10.8
3.0
0.3–22.9

1.9
0.3–10.9
2.9
0.6–25.3

1.9
0.2–10.7
2.9
0.4–19.0

2.1
0.3–10.9
2.9
0.2–19.0

1.5
0.1–28.5
7.0
0.1–50.1
1.9
0.4–4.5

1.5
0.1–28.4
6.9
0.2–50.4
2.0
0.4–4.8

1.5
0.1–28.3
6.9
0.3–50.7
2.0
0.4–5.1

1.5
0.1–28.1
6.8
0.5–51.0
2.1
0.4–5.3

1.6
0.1–28.2
7.0
0.6–50.1
1.9
0.3–4.8

1.5
0.1–28.1
7.0
1.2–50.8
2.0
0.3–4.8

6.1
1.2–160.4
7.0
0.7–48.0

6.0
0.9–161
6.6
0.7–48.5

6.0
0.4–160.8
6.5
0.7–49.1

5.9
0.5–160.6
6.6
0.7–49.7

5.9
0.6–160.9
7.1
0.8–50.0

6.8
1.1–160.6
7.0
0.8–50.4

0.8
0.004–22.2
2.2
0.001–21.8

0.8
0.002–21.5
2.1
0.001–21.8

0.8
0.001–20.9
2.0
0.001–21.8

0.8
0.001–20.9
1.9
0.001–20.9

0.8
0.002–22.2
2.2
0.001–21.8

1.4
0.001–20.9
2.2
0.001–21.8
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that cubic splines produce oscillations and overshoots that are
not consistent with original track data (Fig.·4B). This artifact
is problematic because the original shape of the track was
modified. By contrast, all the other algorithms we used
produced turns that were tangential to each recorded location,
thus giving conformal interpolated tracks without unexpected
oscillations.

83.8% and from 28.3 to 43.2% of the original GPS track lengths,
respectively. These estimates were therefore, on average, 33.5
and 64.8% shorter than the original track length in red-footed
booby and black-browed albatross tracks, respectively.
Shape and plausibility of the curves
By visually inspecting the interpolated tracks, we noticed

Proportion of locations for which curvilinear interpolation is
more accurate than linear interpolations (%)
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P. nigripes
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M. angustirostris m.
M. angustirostris f.
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T. melanophrys

Fig.·3. Occurrence of more accurate locations when using curvilinear algorithm compared with a linear interpolation method for each species,
each curvilinear algorithm and each track (i.e. each individual). Dots (representing individuals/tracks) are alternately shown in black and grey
for clarity. Dots to the right of the 50% line represent tracks in which the curvilinear method yields more accurate locations than the linear
interpolation method.
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Table 5. Interpolation algorithms that maximize the
probability of obtaining higher occurrence of more accurate
interpolated locations (closer to the reference position)
Type of tracks
Predator type
Albatrosses
Penguins
Otariids
Phocids (linear tracks)

Geolocation

Argos

Hermite
Bézier 0.1
Bézier 0.1
Hermite

Bézier 0.1/0.2/0.3
Bézier 0.1/0.2
Hermite
Bézier 0.1

When several algorithms are given, we advise using the most
relaxed algorithm (shown in bold) in order to optimize the estimation
of track length. The numbers following Bézier are the values for 
(see Materials and methods for details).

Bézier curves varied depending on parameter , being
straighter with small values and more relaxed (more
curvilinear) for higher values. Bézier curves with =0.2 were
relatively similar to the hermite curves, except for the more
linear parts of the tracks for which hermite curves were
straighter (data not shown). In Bézier curves, we used 0.1, 0.2
and 0.3 for , because some preliminary tests showed that high
values (above 0.5, and particularly over 1) tended to produce
very sinuous paths, sometimes with loops that were nonexistent in the original track data. For  values below 0.5, the
track shape always conformed to original track data (data not
shown).
Discussion
Use of several algorithms to interpolate tracks of various
marine vertebrates allowed us to propose alternative and more
realistic ways of interpolating tracking data in fluid media.
Several curvilinear algorithms resulted in interpolated tracks
that had a greater number of more accurate locations, which
produced a better estimate of track lengths, and still led to
conservative analyses of tracks.
Accuracy of interpolated locations and factors affecting it
Accuracy of interpolated locations was always within the
accuracy of the tracking method used. Geolocation tracking
technique typically provides one to two locations per day, with
an accuracy of 100–400·km (Phillips et al., 2004; Shaffer et
al., 2005; Teo et al., 2004). Accuracy of Argos data is between
~0.8·km and 50·km (Fernández et al., 2001; Le Boeuf et al.,
2000). The errors of interpolated locations in geolocation-like
tracks or Argos tracks fell within or below those respective
ranges in all of our trials (Table·4). Additionally, errors of
interpolated locations were always smaller than the distance
that the animals were potentially able to travel during the
average time elapsed between recorded locations (Tables·2,·4).
For example, in 24·h (temporal resolution of geolocationArgos tracks), albatrosses were able to travel 561–828·km
(Table·2), yet median errors were only 60·km (Table·4). It is
noteworthy that, in Argos tracks, we calculated errors using
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tracks of diminished quality (some locations were removed),
so the true error may have been even smaller, and our estimates
may be higher than actual range of errors.
The interpolation errors showed significant differences
between species and, to a lesser extent, between individuals
within species (Table·3). In particular, albatrosses have
typically larger errors than all other species, either
considering geolocation-like or Argos-like tracks. Compared
with elephant seals, albatross tracks were of similar length,
had better overall spatial accuracy, were of greater temporal
resolution (Table·2) and yet had larger errors in the
interpolated
locations.
Therefore,
neither
spatial
scale/accuracy nor temporal resolution of the tracks can be a
factor explaining the greater errors in interpolated locations
of albatrosses. Between two recorded locations, albatrosses
are able to fly larger distances because of their higher
traveling speeds (Table·2). Traveling speed is therefore
logically a crucial factor affecting errors of interpolated
locations. Compared with other fast-flying seabirds [S. sula
and T. melanophrys (tracks obtained from GPS, errors
between 0.8 and 2.2·km; Table·4)], interpolated distances in
tracks of both P. immutabilis and P. nigripes were still larger
(tracks obtained with Argos, errors between 10.6 and
12.8·km; Table·4). The differences in accuracies between the
two tracking techniques (several kilometers) were therefore
most likely to explain the majority of errors between these
species. Obviously, the overall shape of a track is also
important in affecting the extent of the errors in interpolated
locations. For example, interpolation of tracks of both male
and female elephant seals was not dramatically enhanced
using curvilinear interpolation. As a matter of fact, these
tracks were extremely linear for long periods of time (see
Fig.·4A for female tracks). In cases of more rounded tracks
for phocids, it is likely that the hermite curve performs better
than the Bézier curve with =0.1, as indicated in Table·5 for
Argos tracks of otariids. It is also likely that a Bézier curve
with =0.08 (the smaller , the straighter the track) would
work better with the elephant seal data we used in the present
study.
The factors affecting interpolation errors are multiple and
interrelated, including (non-exhaustively) traveling speed of
the animal, spatial accuracy of the locations, temporal
resolution and shape of the track. It is important to note that
spatial scale of tracks could potentially have a great impact on
the interpolation errors, especially if scale of movements
approaches the tracking method’s spatial accuracy. In our case,
all tracks were, by far, larger (Table·2) than the estimated
accuracy of ‘several kilometers’ as described earlier. Also,
animals may behave differently at different spatial scales,
exhibiting, for example, more curvilinear movements at small
spatial scales (e.g. when searching for food in a patch) and
more straight movements at large spatial scales (e.g. when
migrating or changing foraging zone). The effects of these
factors are difficult to separate, and they probably differ
between species and between individuals within species. We
suggest that these factors most likely explain observed
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173.9°E
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Argos tracks
0

2050

4100 km

31.8°N
Bézier
=0.2
Fig.·4. Female northern elephant seal Argos tracks (A) and enlargement of a portion of
a track (B), illustrating Runge’s oscillation (overshoot) of the cubic spline (squares)
interpolation (every 10·min) compared with the Bézier algorithm (circles).

differences in interpolation errors, both between and within
species.
Curvilinear versus linear algorithms
We show that the choice of a curvilinear algorithm that
produces less accurate locations would not dramatically affect
the data because differences between algorithms were within
the precision of the tracking method. Thus, the choice of an
interpolation algorithm is not a major obstacle to the use of
curvilinear algorithms for interpolating data.
Use of specific curves to interpolate tracks of marine
vertebrates can, however, improve the probability of obtaining
more accurate locations, depending on the species tracked.
Algorithms shown in Table·5 are provided as guidelines for
other researchers to use when selecting algorithms to analyze
tracking data. We obtained a higher number of more accurate
locations with some specific algorithms, but this was not
reflected in the median distances of errors. This suggests that,
even if they were more accurate in occurrence, distances were
still very close to each other, and the effect of more accurate
locations was possibly compensated by other locations that
were of poorer accuracy. The consistent improvement of
interpolated locations in tracks using curvilinear vs linear
algorithms indicates that curves correspond more closely to the
way marine vertebrates actually move. Further, it is interesting
to note that the gain in using curvilinear interpolation was more
obvious in geolocation-like tracks than in Argos tracks (Fig.·3).
This is logical, because large-scale curvilinear movements
were less visible in a geolocation-like track than in an Argos
track (Fig.·2). In the same way, a highly accurate GPS track
sampled every 10·s clearly shows curvilinear movements even
with linear interpolation. Consequently, the lower the temporal
resolution of a track, the higher is the gain in using curvilinear
algorithms to interpolate the data.
Changes in the track length, when using a curvilinear

interpolation method compared with a linear interpolation
method, indicated that track lengths were almost always
considerably underestimated and that curvilinear interpolation
algorithms more closely approximated actual track lengths. The
linear interpolation method always resulted in the absolute
minimum distance that an animal transited along the track.
Similarly, track length estimated with curvilinear interpolation
also underrepresented the distance an animal transited.
Consequently, there was no risk of overestimating track length
using curvilinear interpolation methods. In our study, even the
most relaxed algorithms underestimated track lengths by at least
15%. It is important to note that interpolated geolocation-like
Argos tracks were underestimated by a similar value, regardless
of species. This contrasted with estimates of interpolated Argoslike GPS track lengths, which were very different between redfooted boobies and black-browed albatrosses. This indicates
that the underestimation of track length is mostly due to finescale movements that cannot be recorded using either the
geolocation or the Argos tracking technique.
Our results show that geolocation tracks are 15–20% shorter
than the length of tracks measured using the Argos tracking
technique. By contrast, it is harder to make such a
generalization with Argos tracks. However, we show that
Argos track lengths can be 40–70% shorter than actual track
lengths (obtained using GPS). This probably depends on the
activity of the animals at small spatial/temporal scales, i.e.
below the resolution of the Argos tracking technique. Track
lengths of migrating animals that engage in straighter
movements should be estimated fairly well, but track lengths
of foraging animals that exhibit small-scale convoluted
movements should be poorly estimated.
An improvement of 0.3–4.2% in track length between a
curvilinear and linear interpolation method seems like a small
improvement. However, given the length of some tracks, those
percentages can represent several hundreds of kilometers,
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which may be substantial in terms of calculations for animal
energetics and behavior. The fact that track distances were
more accurate implies that estimated traveling speeds between
fixes would also be more accurate when using curves as
opposed to straight lines.
Sinuosity of animal tracks is an important parameter because
it is used as a descriptor of animal activity, especially to
distinguish between transiting and foraging phases or
identifying operational spatial scales (Fauchald and Tveraa,
2003; Nams, 1996; Weimerskirch et al., 2002). The temporal
resolution of a track is therefore a crucial factor in determining
sinuosity, because the angles and their frequency depend
directly on it. Another improvement from curvilinear
interpolation is that the frequency distribution of angles is
changed in a way that takes into account the number of
interpolated segments for a given angle. This is equivalent to
accounting for the time needed to turn, which is not possible
to do with linear interpolation because angles are never
changed.
Remarks and conclusion
The cubic spline was the most relaxed curve we used. It was
also the only algorithm that was non-conformal. Cubic spline
interpolation, as we applied it, had overshoots and large
oscillations (Runge’s oscillation), resulting in the interpolation
of track locations that were not always induced by the recorded
track data (Fig.·4B). We therefore suggest that conformal
curvilinear interpolation algorithms be used, meaning those
that create turns tangential to each recorded location.
Although curvilinear interpolation algorithms are
advantageous to use, they do not solve the problem of low
sampling interval and/or low spatial accuracy of initial data.
The question of sampling resolution is crucial in quantitative
analysis of animal tracks (Turchin, 1998). The fact that
interpolation methods produce locations equally spaced in time
does not imply that they are accurate, especially when temporal
resolution of initial data is low. The accuracy of interpolated
data is ultimately a function of initial temporal and spatial
resolutions. Consequently, interpolation should not be
misused, as for example a way of correcting poor quality
tracks. Also, if the time interval chosen for interpolating
tracking data does not allow the animal to travel more than the
spatial accuracy of the tracking technique used (given its
traveling speed), it is obvious that interpolated data are oversampled and cannot represent accurately fine-scale movements
of the animal. This emphasizes, on the one hand, the
relationships between spatial accuracy and sampling interval
of a track and, on the other hand, spatial scale of movement
and traveling speed of the animal. These relationships must be
known and understood prior to use and interpretation of
interpolated data.
However, interpolation is important to apply to understand
habitat use, as having location equally spaced in time is a way
to account for time spent in a given zone.
Argos tracks are obtained with an estimated accuracy for
each location. In this study, we did not take the accuracy of
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each location into account in order to interpolate the tracks.
Rather, we considered every non-filtered location as an actual
position of the animal, and our interpolated tracks passed
through each location. An alternative method of processing
would take the accuracy of locations into account and would
calculate a curve that does not necessarily pass through each
location. In this case, the interpolation might pass by a certain
distance, which would be proportional to the accuracy of the
location. We believe this method could give satisfactory
results; however, it has two major drawbacks. First, the
resulting track is almost entirely made up, with almost no
actual measured locations in the new track. Second, the
resulting track length would be further underestimated than the
previously shown.
In conclusion, we propose that curvilinear interpolation
should be used instead of linear interpolation for animal
tracking data obtained in fluid media, and this should be done
only with conformal algorithms. Except for this particular
restriction, curvilinear algorithms provide conservative
analyses of track data, with no risk of considerably reducing
track quality. Furthermore, curvilinear interpolation methods
can ameliorate the track quality (see Table·5 for guidelines)
and allow researchers to obtain tracks that are more likely to
represent animal movement in a fluid medium.
The programming codes that we used to interpolate our
tracking data are easy to implement and can be obtained
directly from the corresponding author.
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